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In this work we lnveetlgate natural motions o? a twin gyrocompaaa which does 
not poesess properties o? a spaae gyraaor4paae. 

Within the limit8 of the preaesalonal theory we are lnveatlgatlng the 
validity of the almpllfled theory of a gyroaompase whlah has been introduced 
by Qsckeler. 

We lnvetrtlgate the etablllty of the trivial eolutlon o? the equations 
with variations for the regular alra\aatlon of a ahlp. We have obtained 
expllalt e%presalona for the aharaaterletla lndlaes of the system of equa- 
tions with perlodla coefflalents, deearlblng the motion o? the sensing ele- 
ment of a gyroao4@aes during a alraulatlon. 

1, The equations with variations aharaaterlzlng the motion of the sensing 
element of a twin gyroaompaee o? the AnbahUtr type, ln which the forced bal- 
listic deviations are fully aompenaated, have the Porm [2] 

a.--Z~-_sine,R8=0, y’+*--6+ Sip=0 
_. (1.1) 

p*++2y=o, 
The notation Is the same aa 

drivatlve. 

(2Bsin e,6)‘- Ply + p$- QVa =0 

In the paper [ 23 : a dot denotes the time 

I? we neglect ln (1.1) terms containing the angular velocity 2 as a 
factor (more exactly, the a0 component of the angular velocity vector, where 
8” le the vertical axla o? the triad O~~y~x* oriented along the vector v 
o? the velocity of the auapenalon point [l and 2)) then the system (1.1) can 
be broken into two independent syatema of the form 

p+(vu).- P@ = 0, r'+g--&s = 0 

p*+ g = 0, (2B sin e,6)‘- Ply = 0 

867 

(4.2) 
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Systems of the form (1.2) were Investigated first by Qeckeler in the 
Papers t3 and t] known to the experts in the theory and application8 of 
gyroacoperr. cieckeler failed failed to give a ruoroue derivation of condi- 
tions under which the simplified syetem (1.2) is permissible. 

For a space gyrocompass Cl] it has been shown in [5) that the equations 
of motion of its base on the Barth's sphere can be reduced to (1.2). A aimi- 
lar Investigation for a gyrocompass which does not possess propertlea of a 
spaoe gyrocompass has never been carried out, as far as we know, and for 
this reason we make here a special study on the applicability of the system 
(1.2). 

2. Further on we shall need certain auxiliary systems, arising from 

(1.1) and (1.2). Substituting in (1.1) 

va = x1, 2B sin eog& / Pl = x4 (2.1) 
and denoting $ and y , respectively, by xs and xS we obtain 

. 
Xl - gx2 - 52x* = 0, x3’ + -$ x4 + flx2 = 0 

;t,’ -+ 9 - Qx, = 0, x4' - gx, + szx, = 0 i 
f= (2.2) 

p = 2Bsin~ > 

prom (1.2) we have,respectlvely 

Xl ‘--x2=0, x;+$x*==o, x; +$- =o, xi-gxs=o (2.3) 

The roots of the equations of the M8p8nd8llt SJ'at8mE (2.3) are 

rI,s = I?- vi, r3,4 = *pi bJ = I/g!W (2.4) 

and they correspond to the undamped vibrations of a gyrocompaee with the 

frequenoies v and P . From (2.2) w8 have also 

51" + (v2 - 52) x1 - 252x4:,’ - srx, = 0 

x4:," + (p" - W)x4+2Qx1'+ s2’x,=O (2.5) 

In mom oases It 1.a advlalble to introduce the variables xI and x. in 

another way, aasum%ng, for 8xampl8 

vu = Ru COS(pX1, 6 = x4 sin tp I sin so (2.6) 

Lf the ~ain8t8ra of a compass are subjected to the condition 

2Bg = PlRu (2.7) 
and if W8 S8t cp - COnst , then we obtain from (2.1) c2) 

. V2 
Xl --x - %-2tmrpx,==0, 

ueoscp 2 

x2’ + u cosqpx, - Qx, = 0, 

Regarding n a8 a given fUGtlOn 

6x and ss in (2.5) 3.f we substitute 

x3’+- $- u&9x4 + 522, = 0 

Va GQ) 

x4 --7--x8+ Q col(Pxt = 0 
uslncp 

of t ) we oan pass to the variables 

ES1 (*I 

l ) Let ua mention that a traneformatlon of the form (2.9) has been PreVi- 
ously used in the works [6 and 73 which do not deal strictly with the theory 
of a gyroaompaas. In the papers [5 and 83 on the theory of a gyrocompass 
there are no referenclee to those earlier sources. 

(Cont. on opposite page) 



El = x,Cos8- x4 sin0 

f, = x,sin8 + x4 CosfJ 
(e+(r)&) 

0 

(2.9) 

From (2.9) we have the reciprocal relations 

x1 = E,cos0 + E,sin0, x, = - &sin0 + Ez CoS0 (2.10) 

from which we obtain the equations for fl and be ln the form 

Together with the system (2.5) we shall consider the system [7] 

x1” + 2bx; + (v” - s/l) x1 - 2Qx; - !Xx, = 0 

x,” + 2bx; + (p” - 522) x, + 2522,’ + ax, = 0 

contalnlng arbitrarily small dlsslpatlve terms. 

Using the transformation (2.9) we obtain 

F;; + 2b!&' + '1% [p2 + v2 - @" - v") ~0~281 El + 

+ [2bsz - '12 (p' - v2) sin 28 I g2 = 0 

t,2” + 
. 

2bf, + ‘Ia [p2 + v2 + (p” - v”) cos 28 I E2 - 
- [2bQ + V2 (p’ - v”) sin 28 1 El = 0 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

We shall dwell briefly on these caqes of the motion of the base when the 
solution of the problem does not present special dlfflcultles. 

It occurs ln all cases when the quantity Q can be regarded constant, 
lie. when the gyrocompass works on a base fixed with respect to the Earth's 
surface, and also when the motion 1s dlong a parallel of latitude with a 
constant eastern component VE of lts velocity. In the flrst Case Q = a&iv, 
ln the second case we set Q=asin 'p (I+u /Rucoscp). In these cases Equa- 
tlons (2.2) can be integrated ln a closed?orm, consequently we can easily 
flnd out the Influence of the terms containing Cl as a factor. 

When a ship moves arbitrarily In a straight course line with constant velo- 
city the latitude of Its position varies as a rule very slowly. Consequently 
we can neglect Its rate of change and at every given latitude we can assume 
that n - const . We shall not anaIyse these cases [ll]. We shall only show 
that under these special conditions the motion of a gyrocompass which does 

The transformation (2.9) leads to systems with constant coefficients, of 
the form of the equations of motion of the Schuler pendulum, which control 
the motion of a gyrocompass possessing the propetles of the Qeckeler- 
Ishllnskll space gyrocompass. This problem 1s dealt with In the paper 153 
in which, by using Llapunov's theorem on the applicability of the equations 
with perlodlc'coefflclents to the equations with constant coefficients, are 
derived expll.clt expreaslons for the four first Integrals of the initial 
system, which determine the form of the nonslngular transformation (2.9). 
The equations of q otlon of a gyrocompass which does not possess properties 
of a space gyroscompass, do not have those integrals, hence l.n this case the 
Ishllnskll-Andreev transformation, applloable to systems with constant coef- 
ficients, cannot be used. In a more general case the problem was lnvestl- 
gated by Llashenko [g] pho used the theorem of M.P. &ugln. The work of 
Andreev [lo] does contain not very exact information on the essence of the 
problem. 
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not possess the properties of 
sufficient, for all practical 
the Oeckeler type (1.2). 

V.N. bmhllakor 

a space gyrocompass, can be described with 
purposes, accuracy by systems of equations of 

3. Let a ship describe a regular circulation with a constant velocity u 

and from a certain initial course *c . The northern and the eastern compo- 
nents of velocity of the ship vary, respectively, a8 follows 

2, N = 2J CO.5 ($0 + wt), VE = v sin ($0 f tit) (34 

where w 16 the angular frequency of the circulation, the upper signs refer 

to the right circulation, the lower to the left one. Considering the left 
circulation and keeping ln the exgreeelon for ‘C only the primcipal term 
which takea care of the rate of change of the course-line deviation, we shall 

assume as ln [ 23 

!2 UN = - = pw sin ($70 - wt) 
Ru cm T 

p=A 
Ru cosq~ (3-Q 

Consequently, by (2.9) we have 

e= P ICOS ($0 - at) - co9 $01 (3.3) 

Since the nonalngular traneformatlon (2.9) which reduces the system (2.12) 

(2.131, posseesee ln the case of a circulation of a ship periodic coeffl- 

clente with the period 2n/u1 , the characterletlc indices can be derived from 

the system (2.13), 

To obtain explicit expreealons for the characteristic indices we shall 

apply to (2.13) the method of averaging El23 replacing periodic coefficients 

of this eyetem by their average value8 for one period of clrculatlon. 

When averaging the functions aln 20 and co8 2e , where 6 (t) is given 

by (3.3), It 1s convenient to u8e the following expansions 

sin (2~ cos z) = 2 & (-lYJ*+lt2P) cm 1(2n + 1) 51 

cos (2~ cos 5) = Jo (2~) + 2 nEl (-l)“Jm (2~) cos (2~) 
(3.4) 

where J, (2~) la a Beesel function of an integral, nonnegative index, 

Aa a result of averaglng the system (2.13) becomes 

%I” + 2b&’ + l&j Ipa + Y2 - (P” - Y”) J, (2p) cos (2~ cos$,o)1 & + 

+ ‘/a (p” - v2) J, (2~) sin (@ cos Wc) ES = 0 

E2” + 2bE,’ + l/2 [p2 + va + (p” - +) J, (21.4 ~0s (W ~0s $,)] %2 + 

+ l/2 (P” - v2) Jo (2p) sin (2p COS qO) 51 = 0 (3.5) 

Introducing In (3.5) the new variables U, and us given by FOm.Oa8 

El = U1 Cos (p COS$-J + Ua sin (p COS4d 

%2 = - u1 gin (P 03s $0) + US cog (P 43s 90) (3.6) 



we obtain for u, and Q, two independent equations 

u; + Zbu,’ + kl%.+ = 0, * us” + 2bh,’ f k:i+ = 0 

where 

(3.7) 

k,2 = Va [p2 + v2 - (p2 - ~“1 J, (21;1)1 

k; = ‘/z rp2 + Q2 + (P” - Q2) J, (&)I (3.8) 

The roots of the characteristic equations, corresponding to (3.7) have at 
b # 0 nonvanishing real parts, therefore the application of the method of 

averaging Is legitimate [ 123. Since b > 0 , and k,’ and kt are alWayS 

greater than zero, the gyrocompass Is stable at a sufficiently small period 
of circulation T . In practice, this condition is as a rule satisfied, 

because p 1s always small as compared with the period of the natural oscil- 

lation of the compass T, [2 and 123. 

In this way by introducing arbitrarily small dissipative forces we make a 

gyrocompass asymptotically stable. When damping Is weak the characteristic 

indices x,_ of the system (2.13) approach the roots of the characteristic 

equations corresponding to (3.7) and we c8n set (12) 

x 1.2 = - b &- k,i, x8, 4 = - b Jr k,i (3.9) 
Without damping 

~1, 2 = ir: k,i, xIIp= +k,i (3.10) 

In practice we have always 9 < 1 . Taking this into account and keeping 

only the first two terms 3x1 the expansion of JO(&) in powers of g, we 

obtain from (3.8) an expression very convenient for calculating the squares 

of the frequencies 

k,2 = Q2 + =I2 (p” - v2) p2, x.,2 z..z p2 - ‘/2 (p” - yl) /J” (3.11) 
To the frequencies k, and kp correspond, respectively, the periods T, 

and T, which are determined with accepted degree of accuracy by PormUfas 

‘1=%[1-+(.$-I) p2], Tz=F[l+;(l-$j p2] (3.12) 

If the parameter u 18 so small that we can set J,(%) = 1 , then from 

(3.8) we obtain ki= XI and ko- p , hence and also from (3.10) 

%,a = + vi, x3,$ = + pi (3.13) 

These values of the characteristic indices coincide with the expressions 

(2.4) for the roots of the characteristic equations , obtained from the system 

Of Qeckelar (1.2) and (2.3). 

If the compass parameters are such that p = v , then from (3.8) follows 

that k,= k,- v, end then ~,,~=f vt , I(~,+=* vt . These expressions for 
the characteristic indices were obtained previously in [5 and 83. 

4. Let us consider the example of a circulating ship when v - 30 knots, 
T=4min,and 9,=80”. 
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Taking the numerical values for the parameters of the sensing element as 
in [ 23 we have 

ps=3.69. 10-2, pa=2.03.10-6 sea -2 (4.1) 

Setting +‘= 0.154 X 10-ssec-a, we obtain from (3.8) that 

kl=1;37.10-s eec-1, kr = 4.46.40-e aec-1 

Hence we have P, = 76.5 min., rp= 23.4 min. 

The characteristic Indices which correspond to the frequancles k, and 
k. are by (3.10) 

xl,s = f 1.37~ 10-S I, ~s,~= f 4.46. lOas i (4.3) 

the 
We shall compare our calculations with the results from paper [2] where 

characteristic equation Is derived for the system with periodic coeffl- 
clents (2.8) which for our case has the recursive form 

P”+ Alps+ Aap2-t Alp + 1 = 0 (4.3) 

This equation was also calculated on the high speed computer “STRIPJL” and 
for the above numerical data it has the form 

p’ - 2.848ps + 3.804’ - 2.846p + 1 .OOO = 0 

The roots of this equation are 

pI,* = 0.946 f 0.324 1, p,,,=o.c79 f 0.960 1 

with modull equalllng unity. 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

The characteristic Indices corresponding to these roots are determined 
from Formulas 

i 
xk = 3’ In Pk (4.6) 

and have the following numericai values: 

XI,s = & 1.37.10-s i, %a,4 = f 4.46.10-S i (4.7) 

which coincides with the results In (4.2) obtalned by the method of aVeragIng. 
._ 

4. It is necessary to mention that a formal application of the method of 
averaging to the systems (2.5) or (2.12) can lead to wrong COnClUsiOns about 
their stability. Indeed, the system (2.12) Is a special case of the system 
with variable gyroscoplc and nonconservative forces of the form [131 

where 

Tj” f 2bxj’ f J+j (t) Xj + x Igjk (t) Xk f ejk (1) ok] = O 
k 

(5.1) 

6jk = - gkj* eik = - “kj, gjj - - ejj = 0 (5.2) 

When a ship circulates these forces will have periodic coefficients of 
period& equalllng the period of a circulation. 

when we formally average the system (2.12) the coefficients of 2n and 
of D corresponding to Q,~ and .s t in (5.lj vanish on the strength of 
(3.2). Therefore the averaged equakons obtained from (2.12) are a special 
case of Squations 

x; + 2bxj’ + hj*xj = 0 (5.3) 

where by 1: we denote the averaged coeffloents A,(t). 

From the Investigations of the stability of Bquatlons (5.3) no conclusions 
on the stability of the system (5.1) should be made, because in (5.3) we 
neglected the variable g~roscoplc forces, which in our case stabilize the 
gyros here with respect to the coordinate y . Indeed, an equation of the 
form P 5.3) can be obtained from (2.12) for the variable JC, if we set 2, 
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and x; equal to zero. Mechanically this corresponds to the motion of a 
system when gyroscopes cannot precess about the axes of their casings through 
anangle b. Thus by formally averaging the system (2.5) with respect to 
the period of circulation we are losing the main advantage of a twin-rotor 
gyroscope, which Is the gyroscoplc moment r = 2~ sin cc&*, stabilizing the 
gyroshere with respect to the line Worth - South. 

Transformation (2.9), however, pLts (2.5) directly In the form 

Ej” + x cjk (‘1 Ek = 0 

k 
(c. 

# 
= ‘kj) (5.4) 

which Is being expressed by the equations (2.11). 

The gyroscoplc forces are thus taken Into account; 
the transformation (2.9). 

they are Included In 
Using this transformation and Introducing at the 

same time arbitrarily .small dissipative forces the method of averaging does 
not present any difficulties and facilitates considerably the process of 
finding characteristic indices nr . 

To obtain X, we could also use the method of small parameters [lb]. It 
Is convenient to use C\ as the small parameter. Following the procedure 
shown In [lb], we have to set n .= n, (0) + yr (p) 
values of the characteristic Indices p = 0 . 

where x (0) are the 
We’must mention, however, 

that the method proposed In Cl43 for flndlng the function j (p) leads ln 
our case to very lengthy calculations because In the express ons 2 
must take Into account the terms with pa 

for n, we 
(see Formulas (3.10) and (3.11)). 

6, We shall consider now a circulation from the eastern course and try 

to obtain formulas describing the motion of the sensing element In the cool 

dlnates a,B,yand 6. Substituting In (3.5) $0= +r~ and neglecting 

damping we obtain 

E1 = El (0) cos k,t f k-‘El’ (0) sin k,t 
Further, from (2.9), (3.2) and (3.3) and also by (2.2) we have 

t6.U 

consequently El (0) = 51 (Oh El- (0) = @s (0) (6.2) 

SlmIlarly 

El = x1 (0) cos kit + gklmlxo (0) sin k,t 

5% = x4 (0) cos k9t + gkSm1z9 (0) sin k,t 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

Further, by (2.10) we obtain the expesslons for x, and x4, and then 

from (2.2) the expressions for xp and r, . Passing according to (2.1) to 

the Initial variables, we obtain finally 

u = V-l {(V (0) a (0) cos k,t + gk;’ fJ (0) sin k,t) cos 8 + (6.5) 
+ (glc,-’ r (0) sin k,t + 2Bg(PZ)-’ sin e. (0) 6 (0) cos k& sin 0) 

B = (- k,g-lV (0) a (0) sin k,t + fl (0) cos k,t) costs + 
+ (7 (0) ~0s k,t - 2B(PE)-’ k, sin e, (0) 8 (0) sin k$) sin 8 

7 t - (- k&V (0) CL (0) sin k,t + fl (0) cos k,t) sin 8 + 

+ (r (0) cm k,t - 2B(PZ)-1k2 sin e, (0) 8 (0) sin lc$) cos 8 
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8 = - V,PZB+ sin so {(V (0) u (0) cos Ic,t + %’ . 

+ g&-' @ (0) sin k,t) sin 0 -k (g&-lr (0) sin Ic,$ + 

+ ZBg(Pt)+ sin e, (0) 6 (0) cos k8t) cos 0) 

Theaa expressiona can be simplified and from them we can obtain the for- 
mula% of Oeckeler. When to = *n we have 

sin e = p sin wt + 0 (pSjS cos 8 = f + 0 (p2) (6.6) 

Here O&“) ia the totality of all terms with nk and n of higher degree. 

Consewently the first expression in (6.5) can be put in the form 

a = v-l (v (0) a {O) COS Yt + gV-‘fl (0) Sin vt + 

f It (gi Y (0) Sin pf + 2Bg z so (O) 6 (0) CoSpt) Sin at> + 0 (JAM) (6.7) 

If we set here V z B (0) z Ru cos tp and e, = cp and take into account 

(2.7) then with the accuracy up to the terms with na we shall have 

a = cc (0) cosvt + &Y&B ~~)Sin~~ + 

+&z&i 7 (0) sin pt C 6 (0) tdp cos pt 1 Sin wt 

Slmllarly we have 

t6.8) 

B = -~a(O)sinv2+~(0)cosYb+~~(O)~0spt- 

-y2 ” sin ’ 6 (0) sin ptj sin ot (6.9 

If the conditions of the maneuver are such that ~1 is a sufficiently 

small quantity, then we can take into account In (6.7) only the first term 

putting 
a = ~_l~~(O)~(O~ cos vt + g~-l~~(O)sin vtf (6.10) 

This result can be obtained directly from the equatione of ffeckeler (1.2). 

In the ca%e of circulations from the northern course the Final expressions 

for 01 , 19 , Y and 6 will have similar form a% in (6.5), but will be Borne- 

what more COmpliC8ted. In particular, the term% with co% $3 in the expres- 

aions for Q and S will contain terms depending on y(O) and b(o). 

7. This analy%i% permits u% to conclude that in investigating the free 
motion of a gyrocompass and its stability during a Ehip’8 circulation the 
principal criterion justifying the 0eckeler %imPiification d% the smallness 
OF the parameter U . When ~41 the slmpllflcatlons introduced by replac- 
ing the j.nltJ,al equations by the 0eckeler equations do not change the e%%en- 
tial picture of the phenomenon, and it leads In general to correct conclu- 
sion% with respect to the expected accuracy of the cour%e indication. 

If the ah&p moves in such a way that the function 0 = O(t) doe% not 
change its sign when the coUrse is changed (thle corresgonds to Single turns, 
or For example to a half circulation from the course 0 ), then the method 
presented here cannot be applied, becaU%e the averaging of the coefficient8 
of the system (2.13) wa% carried out through the period of a whole CiroUla- 
tion. In such cases a very good acauracy caribe obtained by Using the method 
presented in [2]. I& us mention, that ti the case OF a half circulation 
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from the northern course we can carry out the averaging through a semiperiod 
of a circulation. 
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